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Vlasov-Maxwell simulations of high-frequency longitudinal waves in a magnetized plasma
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The plasma response to the injection of a propagating purely electrostatic wave of finite amplitude is
investigated by means of a kinetic code which solves the Vlasov equations for electrons and ions in the
three-dimensional~one spatial and two in velocity, 1D2V! phase space, self-consistently coupled to the Max-
well equations. The plasma is uniformly magnetized, and the wave frequency close to the cold upper-hybrid
resonancev05Avpe

2 1vce
2 is considered. Coherent structures are formed in the phase space that would be

completely missed by a hydrodynamic analysis. In particular, in the early stage of the interaction, the initially
unperturbed equilibrium electron distribution is strongly affected as a whole by the pump, taking a ringlike
shape in the velocity plane transverse to the magnetic field. Then, a sort of instability occurs, leading to the
broadening and flattening of the electron distribution.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.056401 PACS number~s!: 52.35.Hr, 52.35.Mw, 52.40.Db, 52.50.Sw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of the propagation of electron Bernst
waves~EBW’s! @1# has been investigated for a long time
connection with their potentialities in the fields of heati
and current drive in a magnetically confined plasma, for
sion energy production purposes@2#, as well as for astro-
physical applications@3#. They are high-frequency, almos
electrostatic~ES! kinetic modes of a hot magnetized plasm
which are excited by wave transformation of an extraor
nary mode in the region of the cold upper-hybrid resona
@2#, or as a result of the parametric decay of an electrom
netic wave @4#. Recently, renewed interest in the use
EBW’s has arisen in connection with their application
reversed field pinches and spherical tori@5–8#. Generally
speaking, since EBW frequencies are in the range of
electron cyclotron frequency, their propagation and abso
tion properties can be well described in the framework
linear and quasilinear theories. However, due to the incre
ing demand for radio frequency input power in large fusi
machines, bearing in mind that EBW’s are excited in t
region of a plasma resonance, the local wave electric fi
can achieve large values which may trigger a nonlin
plasma response. In this work, we describe the results
Vlasov-Maxwell numerical simulations of the interaction
a driven ES wave with frequencyv0'vuh and k0rLe'1,
wherevuh andrLe are the cold upper-hybrid frequency an
the Larmor radius of thermal electrons, respectively. T
pump is taken in the form of a purely ES wave propagat
perpendicularly to a uniform and stationary magnetic field
one-dimensional slab geometry and two velocity com
nents, those perpendicular to the magnetic field, are con
ered. A fully nonlinear regime of interaction is studie
where the electron quiver velocity is of the order of the th
mal speed of the electrons. To our knowledge, this repres
the first fully kinetic investigation, although in a simplifie
geometry, of the magnetized plasma response to a large
plitude propagating ES wave. The physical model is p
sented in Sec. II. The macroscopic plasma response is
cussed in Sec. III; Sec. IV is devoted to the presentation
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the resulting electron distribution function~EDF!. A short
summary and concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL

The present investigation is based on a fully kinetic mo
@9# of a magnetized electron-ion plasma under the action
an externally applied ES wave. Coulomb collisions are
glected. The nonrelativistic Vlasov equations for electro
and protons are numerically integrated together with
Maxwell equations for the self-consistent electric and m
netic fields@10#. With reference to a physical system chara
terized by one spatial dimension~x! and two velocity degrees
of freedom (vx ,vy), and completely uniform in they,z
plane, the relevant equations are written:

] f a

]t
1vx

] f a

]x
2LaH @Ex~x,t !1Edr~x,t !1Bz~x,t !vy#

] f a

]vx

1@Ey2Bzvx#
] f a

]vy
J 50, ~1!

]Ex

]x
5E E dvxdvyf i~x,vx ,vy ,t !

2E E dvxdvyf e~x,vx ,vy ,t !, ~2!

]Ey

]t
52

]Bz

]x
2E E dvxdvyvyf i~x,vx ,vy ,t !

1E E dvxdvyvyf e~x,vx ,vy ,t !, ~3!

]Bz

]t
52

]Ey

]x
, ~4!

with periodic boundary conditions, in the intervalx
P@0,6l0#, wherel0 andk052p/l0 are the wavelength and
the wave vector of the pump field, respectively. An exter
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uniform and constant magnetic fieldB05B0ez is applied at
t50. During the evolution of the system the continuo
feeding of the ES wave, propagating along the positivx
direction, i.e.,

Edr5a sin~k0x2v0t !ex , ~5!

causes the generation of the self-consistent field compon
Ex ,Ey ,Bz . In Eqs. ~1!–~5! dimensionless variables hav
been used according to the following substitutions:vpit
→t, v/c→v, vpir /c→r , f ac2/na0→ f a , eE(B)/micvpi
→E(B). Moreover,L i521 andLe5mi /me51836.

The aim of the present investigation is to study the n
linear wave-plasma interaction occurring when a large a
plitude ES wave propagates close to a resonance in a m
netized plasma. Specifically, we have chosen a propaga
longitudinal wave with a frequency close to the upper-hyb
resonancev05vuh5Avpe

2 1vce
2 , and a wave vector suc

that k0rLe'1. Here,vpe andvce are the plasma and cyclo
tron frequencies of the electrons, respectively, andrLe is the
Larmor radius of thermal electrons. For a low-density (ne
51011 cm23), low-temperature (Te5Ti510 eV), magne-
tized (B051 kG) plasma, we have the following values
the dimensionless parameters:lDe'1.0331024, l0'6.58
31024, rLe'1.0531024, rLi'4.4831023, v05vuh
560, vce'42.2, vci'0.023. The phase velocity of th
pump wave,vw'6.331023, corresponds to a refractive in
dex ofN''159 (k059.53103), such thatk0rLe'1. More-
over, be5Te /mec

2'231025, b i5Ti /mic
2'1.131028.

Finally, the electric field amplitude of the pump has be
taken as 2 kV/cm, in such a way that the ratio of the ES
the electron thermal energies is close to unity. It correspo
to a5331024.

III. THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to characterize the macroscopic properties of
plasma under the action of the applied ES wave, let us
amine first the space-time behavior of the hydrodynam
quantities associated with the electron and ion populatio
In Fig. 1 thex component of the electric fieldEx ~a!, the
electron densityne ~b!, and the ion densityni ~c! are shown
as functions of timet, at the spatial locationx50.0021.
Here, the normalized pump frequency isv0560 and the
field amplitude isa5331024. The electron density mani
fests quite regular oscillations of the order of620% of the
unperturbed value. The ion density is perturbed to a l
extent and shows a slow transient dynamics in respons
the sudden initial appearance of the wave perturbation.
notice that the electron response~b! is harmonic where the
ion perturbation is smaller~that is, fort.1.5), while it has a
nonregular character where the ion density is more hea
perturbed~for t,1.5).

In Fig. 2, the average electron ‘‘temperature’’Tx ~a! in the
x and Ty ~b! in the y direction, defined aŝ Tx(y)&x
[^Š@vx(y)2^vx(y)&v#

2
‹v&x ~that is, normalized to the initia

temperatureTe , and averaged over the spatial coordinat!,
are plotted as functions of timet. Figure 2 shows the
achievement of a quasistationary state in which the elec
05640
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energy is increased by an order of magnitude. Moreover,
seen that, although in the transient phase (t,1) appreciable
anisotropies can occur, the energy gain on longer time sca
averaged over space, proceeds with the same rate on the
degrees of freedom transversely toB0. However, at a given
position, the EDF still manifests its anisotropy at all times,
discussed below.

The frequency spectra of the electric fielduEvu2 ~a!, of the
electron density perturbationune,vu2 ~b!, and of the ion den-
sity perturbationuni ,vu2 ~c! averaged over the integratio
rangexP@0,6l0#, are displayed in Fig. 3. Here, the peaks
vce'42.2, at v0560, and at its lowest-order harmonic
(2v0'120, 3v0'180) can be seen.

From the above figures it appears that, for a pump f
quency of 60, the plasma response turns out to be basic
linear for the ion component, while it manifests a nonline
behavior as far as the electrons are concerned.

We now turn to the description of the time evolution

FIG. 1. Ex ~a!, ne ~b!, andni ~c! are shown as functions oft, at
x50.0018, forv0560 anda5331024.

FIG. 2. The electron temperature alongx ~a! and alongy ~b!
^Te,x(y)(x,t)&x , averaged overxP@0,6l0#, is plotted versus time,
for v0560 anda5331024.
1-2
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FIG. 3. The frequency spectr
of uEvu2 ~a!, une,vu2 ~b!, and
uni ,vu2 ~c!, averaged over the inte
gration range xP@0,6l0#, are
shown as functions ofv.
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the EDF under the action of the propagating ES wave, wh
represents the principal outcome of a kinetic analysis.

The numerical integration of the relevant system of eq
tions allows us to compute the temporal evolution of t
EDF f e(x,vx ,vy). In order to have a full picture of the phys
ics resulting from our simulations, we shall base our disc
sion on three different representations of the EDF~see Fig.
4!: ~i! the contour plots off e(x,vx ,vy) in the velocity space
(vx ,vy), at a given spatial positionx52.531023 ~a!–
~c!,~e!; ~ii ! the contour plots off e(x,vx ,vy) in the phase
space (x,vx), at vy50 andx52.531023 ~d!; ~iii ! the con-
tour plots of ^ f e(x,vx ,vy)&x , which is spatially averaged
over xP@0,6l0#, in the velocity space (vx ,vy) ~f!.

The contour plots of the EDF in the velocity spa
(vx ,vy) are shown at subsequent timest50 ~a!, t50.1 ~b!,
and t50.16 ~c!. Notice that the normalized times corre
sponding to an electron cyclotron period and to a wave
riod are tc52p/vce'0.15 and t052p/v0'0.1, respec-
tively. Initially, for t,t0, the bulk of the EDF undergoes a
the same time a ‘‘rotation’’ and a ‘‘diffusion’’ in pitch angle
due to the mismatch betweenv0 and vce , producing an
annular structure in the velocity space. At subsequent tim
(0.1,t,0.6), the system goes through a phase character
by a multipeaked EDF@see, for example, plot~c!#, during
which different parts of the velocity plane mix up, leading
an increase of the typical width of the EDF. Notice that th
part of the temporal evolution corresponds to the irregu
fluctuations of the electric field and of the electron dens
displayed in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. After severaltc’s ~e!, a sort
of instability takes place, which tends to redistribute the el
trons in order to flatten and broaden the distribution functi
a kind of quasistationary state is then achieved with a m
regular EDF, which, however, still presents anisotropic f
tures, which will be discussed below. The phase sp
(x,vx), at vy50, is shown in Fig. 4~d!. It is seen that the
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process of ‘‘depletion’’ of the EDF from the region aroun
vx50, with the consequent formation of a ring-shaped d
tribution ~the pointlike contours correspond to the section
vy5const of the ‘‘rings’’!, occurs during the early times o
the temporal evolutiont,tc ~a!–~c!.

A more smooth representation of this dynamics is sho
by the spatially averaged EDF^ f e(x,vx ,vy)&x @see Fig. 4~f!#.
Notice that plots~e! and ~f! are taken at the same timet
52.3, for the sake of comparison. The spatially averag
EDF corresponds to what could be observed by means
diagnostics of finite spatial resolution~as, for example, x
rays, electron cyclotron emission, Thomson scattering, e!.
Indeed, the formation of a ringlike structure followed by
mixing in velocity space and by the achievement of a nea
~but not completely! isotropic average EDF is observed. Th
asymptotic behavior of the fluid plasma parameters~see Fig.
1!, and of the EDF~see Fig. 4! suggests that after a few ten
of electron cyclotron periods an almost stationary state
achieved by the system.

The two-dimensional distributionf e(vx ,vy) is shown in
Fig. 5, att50.1 ~a!, andt52.14 ~b!, for x52.531023.

By inspection of Fig. 4 we can state that initally a goo
estimate of the energy gained by the electrons is of the o
of the quiver energyṽ2, whereṽ5aLe /v0'9.231023. Af-
ter a few upper-hybrid periods,tuh52p/vuh't0'0.1, col-
lective effects begin to play a role and electrons are trap
and accelerated in thex direction before a full cyclotron orbit
is completed. Notice that, due to the large amplitude of
pump, the bounce frequency is quite high,vb5(aLek0)1/2

'72, so thatvx can achieve the values of (v01vb)/k0
'1.431022 or even (2v01vb)/k0'231022, if the exci-
tation of the second harmonic of the pump is considered~see
Fig. 3!. These values well describe the ‘‘average’’ EDF
Fig. 4~f!, although, locally, higher velocities can be reache
1-3
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FIG. 4. The contour plots off e(x,vx ,vy) in
the velocity space (vx ,vy), at a given spatial po-
sition x52.531023, are shown at successiv
times: in the time intervalst50 ~a!, 0.1 ~b!, 0.16
~c!, and 2.3~e!. The contour plot off e(x,vx ,vy)
in the phase space (x,vx), at vy50, is also dis-
played att50.16 ~d!. Finally, the contour plot of
^ f e(x,vx ,vy)&x , which is spatially averaged ove
xP@0,6l0#, in the velocity space (vx ,vy) is
shown att52.3 ~f!. The normalized times corre
sponding to a cyclotron period and to a wave p
riod are tc52p/vce'0.15 and t052p/v0

'0.1, respectively.
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The main features of the EDF change in the course
time. In the early phase, within 3tc or 4tc , a typical ring-
shaped distribution is formed, although it may be quite
regular, giving rise to a strongly anisotropic distribution: t
electrons are brought almost all together and are acceler
to ṽ, while the Larmor rotation redistributes the acquir
energy in the azimuthal angle. At later times, when a coll
tive plasma response occurs, the EDF is widened, flatte
and made quite isotropic, up to velocities of the order
0.02–0.025, which correspond to an increase of the elec
temperature of one order of magnitude. When the quas
tionary distribution is established~that is, typically, for t
.1), some regular structures appear, which depend on
space location under consideration. They are in the form
‘‘tips’’ in the negative-vx part of the velocity space, and ro
tate counterclockwise at the Larmor angular frequency@see
Fig. 4~e!#. They are absent when the spatial average of
EDF is taken@see Fig. 4~f!#. Such structures have alread
been observed in the kinetic simulation of ES waves aro
the ion cyclotron harmonics@11#. The regularity of these
features, the fact that they rotate following the Larmor m
tion of electrons, and their existence outside the trapp
region only, that is, where the charged particles do not
05640
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dergo any resonant interaction, is a signature that they a
‘‘memory’’ of the structure of the pump wave which i
caused by the ballistic motion of the particles. Since th
features depend on the phase of the wave, they disap
when the spatially averaged distribution is calculated.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nonlinear interaction between a driven ES wa
propagating normally to the external uniform magnetic fie
and a collisionless electron-ion plasma has been investig
by means of a Vlasov-Maxwell code. The aim has been
model the propagation of a large amplitude EBW close to
upper-hybrid resonant layer. It is shown that a hig
frequency ES wave produces a ringlike EDF, characteri
by a strong anisotropy in the velocity space, during the ea
phase of the interaction. Later on, after few cyclotron pe
ods, the strong perturbations induced by the wave in the E
result in the collisionless heating of the electrons and in
achievement of a quasistationary state, characterized by q
regular, harmonic oscillations of the electron density
620% of its unperturbed value. These large amplitude d
sity oscillations are supported by a strongly nonequilibriu
1-4
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distribution function, which presents several interesting f
tures. The quasistationary EDF, averaged over the sp
range of integration, is wider than the initial one, flat in t
central part, and quite isotropic in the$vx ,vy% plane, corre-
sponding to an increase in the electron temperature by

FIG. 5. The electron distribution functionf e(vx ,vy) is shown at
t50.1 ~a! and t52.14 ~b! for x52.531023.
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order of magnitude. However, locally, regular features in
negative-vx half space appear which are related to the init
phase of the wave. They are quite stable and ‘‘rotate’’ co
terclockwise according to the Larmor motion of the ele
trons. The occurrence of such a regular perturbation of
EDF is interpreted as the signature of the external pertu
tion which affects the EDF in the resonant region, but has
time to develop shorter and shorter scales in the velo
space, and to phase mix. In contrast, the Larmor rota
brings the perturbed electrons out of the trapping region
that the imprinting of the external perturbation is not ca
celed out, until they undergo a successive ‘‘application’’
the wave. The effect in the long run is that the local EDF
the presence of a large amplitude ES wave manifests a
namical structure, which remains appreciably anisotropic
the plane perpendicular to the external magnetic field
along the interaction.

The present analysis is limited to a plasma with one s
tial and two velocity dimensions. The inclusion of the ele
tron dynamics in the direction of the magnetic field wou
require the introduction of two more dimensionsz and vz ,
with a substantial increase in the computational dema
However, in the more realistic situation where a finitevz is
taken into account, we expect that the above phenomeno
still takes place provided the electrons, streaming alongB0,
make many cyclotron orbits before escaping from the int
action region ~with typical spatial scaleLint). If Lint
'5 cm is considered, we can estimatet int /tc

(}LintB0 /ATe)'102, where t int5Lint /vTe . Therefore, if
the plasma is strongly magnetized, our model looks satis
tory.
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